Parent Observations about Project Scientist

% Agree or Strongly
Agree
My daughter had a strong interest in science before 92.96%
PSA
After PSA my daughter has a greater interest in
99.25%
science
My daughter had an interest in pursuing science as 86.25%
a field of study before PSA
After PSA my daughter has an increased interested 96.2%
in pursuing science as a field of study
My daughter had an interest in pursuing science as 81.67%
a career before PSA
After PSA my daughter has an increased interest in 96.51%
pursuing science as a career
PSA increased my familiarity with STEM as an
92.4%
educational and career field
PSA made a difference in the education of my
99.62%
daughter
My daughter feels comfortable with the program
98.51%
staff
Staff listen to me when I have a question or
100%
comment
The staff in this program are qualified to work with
100%
youth
My daughter enjoys Project Scientist
98.85%
I am satisfied with PSA
98.81%
Comments:
What parents like most about Project Scientist Academy…
“The learning activities and the exposure to a variety of careers has really been eye opening for my
daughter. She now knows that she has options of careers that she can explore.”
“Trend-changing, revolutionary focus on placing young women on a path to traditionally male-focused
disciplines. Way to go!”
“I really like the fact that my daughter's critical thinking skills are developing in a faster, more focused
manner. She is using what she learns here in other situations outside of Project Scientist.”
“the positive manner in which these topics are approached. The learning is fun! Even if my daughter
never pursues a STEM field or career, this exposure is awesome.”
“My daughter has been glowing all week. This is a week where she is in her element. This has been an
experience of a lifetime that I am beyond delighted to give her. Thank you, thank you! An amazing
camp!”
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